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What does it mean to find echoes of an innovatory moment in the past, or a discipline’s cutting edge in another’s worn down tool, or people in different fields quite unknown to one another following a similar intellectual trajectory over the same three or four years? A short case study of what looks uncannily like ‘independent invention’ is prefaced by reflections on replicatory practice in the social sciences. Some US sociological theorising on the workings of fractal distinctions within disciplines, specifically across many foundational arguments in social science, finds a counterpart in UK anthropological theorising on scale and replication in social phenomena at large. The conjunction is amusing; it could well be instructive. In any event, there is a challenge here to comparisons across disciplines.

There is also the ever-present challenge of what happens to travelling concepts when they escape their original moorings. This is particularly true when the translation of non-verbal (here, mathematical) forms into words for the purposes of exposition means that they then enter the world of words. Once verbalized, they become available for other descriptive usage – as any words do. And here is where the interest of the anthropologist, forever searching for new ways to describe the world, comes in. This lecture is a view from anthropology: the intention is not to demonstrate the aptness of borrowing the language of fractals but to point to the reality of the social forms some borrowings have illuminated. The travelling concept encounters social phenomena it brings to light in new ways.
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